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Szkoła : _________________________________________________________________________
Członkowie zespołu: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Opiekun: ________________________________________________________

1. Which photo presents Sir Arthur Conan Doyle?

b.)

a.)

c.)

2. List at least 7 London sights or famous places which you can see at the beginning of each episode:
1 _________________

2_________________ 3_________________4 _________________

5_________________

6__________________ 7. _________________

3. Conan Doyle was born in Scotland in _______________
4. Went to university in : _______________
5. Conan Doyle worked as _______________
6. Sherlock Holmes lived at: _______________
7. At this address in London there is a: _______________
8. In which country did Sherlock Holmes die? _______________
9. Why did Conan Doyle change his mind and revive Sherlock? _____________________________
10. Conan Doyle died in the year _______________
11. Whose statue is there in Edinburgh opposite the birthplace of Conan Doyle?_______________
12. Who played Holmes in different film adaptations _______________
13. What is the tabloid nickname of the Sherlock Holmes in The Reihenbach Fall?
a.

Boffin SH

b.

The clever one

c.

Confirmed bachelor

14. Give the date when A Study in Pink starts _______________
15. When we first see Sherlock in the Hounds of Baskerville, what is he holding?
a

sword

b

knife

c

harpoon
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16. What advice does the woman in the picture give?

_________________________________
17. In ‘the Great Game', what is the name of the Car Hire Company which Sherlock investigates?
a.

Janus Cars

b.

Icarus Car Hire

c.

Juno Cars

d.

Avis Car Rentals

18. When Sherlock is asked to help with the case of the dead man and the backfiring car in A Scandal
in Belgravia, Lestrade advises the investigating officer "Give Sherlock Holmes five minutes on your
crime scene, listen to everything he says and _______ ______to ______ ________
19. Who is the lady in the picture?

She is _________________________
20. Why is Sherlock using Dr Watson’s computer in The Blind Banker?
Because: _______________________
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21. In which country does 'the Great Game' episode open?
a. Bohemia
b. the Czech Republic
c. Poland
d. Belarus
22. What sentence finishes the dialogue
Sherlock has just insulted Mrs. Hudson; she's run off in tears
John Watson: Go after her and apologise.
Sherlock Holmes: Apologise? Oh John, I envy you so much.
John Watson: You envy me?
Sherlock Holmes: Your mind; it's so placid, straight-forward, barely used. Mine's like an
engine, racing out of control; a rocket tearing itself to pieces, trapped on the launch pad. I
______ a ______!
23. Write the name of the episode where this picture comes from.

It comes from____________________
24. Why does Sherlock have a severed head in his Fridge?
a. He is measuring bruising patterns after death
b. He is measuring skin discolouration after death
c. He is measuring blood coagulation patterns after death
d. He is measuring the coagulation of saliva after death
25. In A Scandal in Belgravia Sherlock won’t leave his flat for a case that’s anything less than what?
________________________
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26. What did Sherlock Holmes not receive as tokens of gratitude for solved cases?
a.

diamond cufflinks

b.

a tie pin

c.

a hat

d.

a painting

27. Where is James Moriarty?

_________________________
28. What was the car plate number of the taxi, which was driven by the killer in ‘A Study in Pink’:
a.

0U07 PYG

b

0V04 PYG

c

0Y08 PYG

29. In which episode is a GPS signal used? ________________________
30. What’s the name of the street you can see in the picture?

It’s _____________________
31. In Scandal in Belgravia what is a word said by Sherlock Holmes while waiting for the case?
________________________
32. What four digits unlock Irene Adler's phone?____ ____ _____ ______
33. Fill in the missing words and answer the question:
Sherlock Holmes: You took your time.
John Watson: Yeah, I didn't get the shopping.
Sherlock Holmes: What? Why not?
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John Watson: Because I had a 1_______... in the shop... with a chip and pin machine!
Sherlock Holmes: You had a 2______ with a machine?
John Watson: Sort of. It sat there and I shouted 3________ at it.
The dialogue comes from the episode: ______________________
34. What is the name of Kirsty’s luminous rabbit which was to be found by Holmes?

____________________
35. What’s the name of the bank Sherlock and Dr Watson visit in The Blind Banker? ______________
36. The picture below presents a fragment of something. What is it? Which episode does the scene
come from?

It is ________________________ . The scene comes from___________________
37. What is Irene Adler’s Twitter name?
a.

the Whiphand

b.

the Bighand

c.

the Firmhand

38. What did Moriarty say to the police sitting in the Crown Jewels Chamber?__________ _________
39. What are the three places he breaks into?
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
40. What is hanging in a frame on the wall immediately to the right as you enter Sherlock’s
bedroom?
_________________________
41. What does Mycroft give Sherlock for Christmas? _________________________
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42. WYKREŚLONE
43. In which episode can you see Sarah Sawyer for the first time:
a

The Blind Banker

b

The Great game

c

A Study in Pink

d

A Scandal in Belgravia

44. According to Sherlock, if Mrs Hudson were to leave Baker Street what would happen?
_______________________
45. What is John's middle name?

_______________________

46. Why does the boy in the picture want to go home and what serial does the scene come from?

He wants to go home
____________________________
The scene comes from
____________________________

47. Who writes short messages during the first press conference in A Study in Pink? ______________
48. Fill in the gaps with the missing words according to the conversation between Sherlock and Molly
in A Study in Pink
Sherlock Holmes : Ah, Molly, coffee, thank you. What happened to the 1_____________?
Molly : It wasn't 2_____________? for me.
Sherlock Holmes : Really? I thought it was a big 3___________________?. Your mouth’s too
4_________________?now.
Molly : ...Okay.
49. In 'the Blind Banker', which book does Sherlock use to crack the coded messages?
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a. The Gideon Bible
b. The Encyclopedia Brittanica
c. The London A-Z
d. War & Peace
50. What three little words does Sherlock give Kitty Riley, the journalist as a quote?
____________ ____________ _____________

51. What is the name of the spot on Dartmoor where Henry first encountered the hound?
a.

Dewer’s Hollow

b.

Devil’s Hollow

c.

Devon’s Hollow

52. What is the name and surname of the man in the picture:

He is _________________________
53. What’s the address of Sherlock Holmes: _____________
54. What’s the name of the café and bar at Baker Street? _______________

55. What was the name of the gang who were looking for the stolen 'treasure' in 'the Blind Banker'?
a. the Black Coral
b. the Black Magnolia
c. the Black Lotus
d. the Black Bamboo
56. What is the woman in the picture called in the film?
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________________________
57. Which is not a member of the Police which Sherlock and John work with?
a. Lastrade
b. Donovan
c. Anderson
d. Philips
58. What's the first thing Sherlock says to Moriarty?
a. sorry
b. oh right
b. gay
c. hey

59. What music band’s tune had Moriarty’s phone in A Scandal in Belgravia? _____________
60. How did Moriarty influence the jury in his case?
a. He bribed every single person.
b. He threatened them via TV.
c. He convinced the jury that he had done nothing.
61. What is the name of Mycroft's club? _______________________

62. What is the real name of the street used for exterior shots of the location of Baker Street?
a. North Gower Street
b. Grub Street
c. Gracechurch Street
d. Coleman Street
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63. Who is Sherlock talking to with the dialogue below – give the surname.
_________: Hello?
Sherlock: Hi. I live in the flat just below you. I don't think we've met.
_________: No, well ah I've just moved in.
Sherlock: Actually I've just locked my keys in my flat.
__________: Do you want me to buzz you in?
Sherlock: Yeah. And can I use your balcony?
___________ What? –
64. What’s the name of the character you can see in the picture?

____________________________
65. What are the five substances Sherlock first identifies from the sample obtained from the
footprints of the children's kidnapper?
___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________
66. To which town do these clues lead Sherlock in The Reichenbach Fall?____________________

67. What is Moriarty’s children’s TV presenter alias?

____________________________

68. In A Study in Pink what is different about the forth suicide from the previous three. __________

69. Complete the quotation:
Mycroft Holmes: My brother has the brain of a scientist or a philosopher, yet he elects to be
a detective. What might we deduce about his heart?
John Watson: I don't know.
Mycroft Holmes: Neither do I. But initially, he wanted to be _____________.
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70. According to Sherlock, Mrs Hudson’s gentleman friend Mr Chatterjee has wives in which two
places?
a. Dorchester and Instanbul
b. Doncaster and Islamabad
c. Devonshire and Sultanbeyli
71. What two words does Henry Knight see in his dreams? L______ and i________
72. In A Study in Pink how did Sherlock help Mrs Hudson a few years back:
a. He rented a flat from her
b. He stopped her husband from being executed
c. He ensured the execution of her husband
73. What is Sherlock looking at from the top of a Dartmoor mound? ____________________

74. What is the name of the local pub in “The Hounds of Baskerville”?
a. The Cross Keys
b. The King Cross
c. The Key Cross

75. What is the name of the newspaper that Watson reads in Sherlock flat in A Study in Pink?
a. The Guardian
b. The Times
c. The Telegraph

76. Write if the the statements about the fourth victim in A Study in Pink areTrue or False
1. She was left handed.
2. Her name was Rachel
3. Her clothes were dry.
4. She was unhappily married.
5. She wasn’t a regular adulterer.
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6. She used an umbrella before her death
77. Sherlock suggests that "hound" might not be a name, but an acronym. What does the H.O.U.N.D
stand for?
a. a secret military project
b. a chemical weapon
c. hallucinogenic drugs
78. What does the abbreviation used by Moriarty mean ? I O Y _________________
79. According to Moriarty, what is the final problem? “________ ________”
80. What is the title of the tabloid where was the following headline” Suicide of the Fake Genus?
__________________
81. Who says these sentences. Write SH for Sherlock Holmes, JW for John Watson:
1. Thank you for your input _______
2. Stop it! We can't giggle at a crime scene. _______
3. That was amazing. _______
4. Did I get anything wrong? _______
5. There's always something. _______
6. Dear God. What is it like in your funny little brains? It must be so boring. _______
82. Who killed Henry Knights’ father?
a. Dr Frankland
b. Dr Mortimer
c. Dr Stapleton

83. What sentence is Sherlock saying to Dr Watson in this scene? ___________________________
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84. Fill in the missing words from the text message that Sherlock asks Dr Watson to send to the
fourth victim in A Study in Pink.
What happened at ________ _______? I must have _______ ______.22 _______________
Street. Please ________.
85. Where do Sherlock and Watson manage to stop the taxi after their chase in A Study in Pink?
a. Wardour Street
b. Poland Street
c. Noel Street
86. What is the identification number of the taxi driver – the murderer?
a. 71621
b.71226
c. 71126
87. Who plays the roles of Sherlock Holmes and Dr John Watson in the BBC series?

Sherlock Holmes:_______________________
Dr John Watson_________________________

88. Who was used for an experiment in the laboratory in Dartmoor?

a.

Sherlock Holmes

b. John Watson
c.

Henry Knight

89. Look at the man in the picture and answer the questions:
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1. What is his job in the film? __________ ___________
2. What is his name in the film? ____________________
3. How long has he known Sherlock Holmes? _________

90. Fill in the table with the words in the box:
1 August 2010

"The Hounds of Baskerville"

Toby Haynes

"The Blind Banker"

"A Study in Pink"

15 January 2012

Mark Gatiss (x2)

Euros Lyn

Stephen Thompson (x2)

"A Scandal in Belgravia"

8 January 2012

"The Great Game"

1 January 2012

Title

Directed by

Paul McGuigan (x4)

25 July 2010

"The Reichenbach Fall"

Written by

Steven Moffat(x2)

8 August 2010

Original air date

91. Whose Identity Card did Sherlock use to enter the base?

___________________________

92. Look at the fragment of the photo – what is the name of the place?
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_________________________________________________________________________________
93. What is an ASBO?_______________________________________________
94. In which episode can you hear children’s laughter?
a. A Study in Pink
b. The Great Game
c. The Blind Banker
d. A Scandal in Belgravia
95. What did John say at the Holmes’ Grave? Complete the John’s request.
One more thing , miracle for me don’t be ___________. _____________ .

96. Complete the quotation:
[Sherlock and John are in Buckingham Palace]
Mycroft Holmes: Just once, can you two behave
like________________?
John Watson: We solve crimes. I blog about it, and he forgets his
pants. I wouldn't hold out too much hope.
97. What is the name of the girl in the picture?

__________________________
98. What are the names of the three best friends of Sherlock Holmes?
_______________

_______________

_______________

99. Complete the quotation:
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[Sherlock is learning about Irene Adler]
Sherlock Holmes: Who is she?
Mycroft Holmes: Irene Adler. Professionally known as ‘________________.’.
John Watson "Professionally"?
Mycroft Holmes: There are many names for what she does. She prefers '________________'.

100. In which episode can you see the fountain in the picture? Where in London can you see
the fountain?
The fountain appeared in
____________________________________
In London it is ________________________
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